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Primary 
culture-bearing 

language of 
India

➔ Extant manuscripts over 30 
Million

➔ Large collection of existing 
digitised texts

➔ Preserve the cultural heritage 
of the subcontinent embedded 
in works written in Sanskrit

➔ Need for further processing of 
texts

➔ Segmentation is necessary, but 
is tough



Contribution

We release a dataset of 119,000 
sentences which can be used for further 
research in word segmentation task in 
the Sanskrit

https://zenodo.org/record/803508#.WXR8BCa9UUt

We formally define the objective for 
word segmentation task in Sanskrit.



Outline
● Challenges in Sanskrit Word Segmentation
● Definition of the Word Segmentation Task

● Description of the Dataset



Why segmentation is tough in 
Sanskrit
Scriptio continua

Lack of visible markers in 
written scripts 

Prevalent feature observed 
in numerous Asian 
languages.

Satyambrūyātpriyambrūyān
nabrūyātsatyamapriyampriy
añcanānṛtambrūyādeṣadhar
maḥsanātanaḥ

Satyam brūyāt priyam …..



Sandhi - Phonetic Transformations at Word Boundaries

Satyambrūyātpriyambrūyānnabrūyātsatyamapriyampriyañcanānṛtambrūy
ādeṣadharmaḥsanātanaḥ

Satyam brūyāt priyam brūyāt na brūyāt…..

The constructs remain the same semantically and syntactically, only the 
phonemes/graphemes changes and is reflected in writing 

gurvālamabana 
guru
       ālambana

vidyāpyate
vidyā

āpyate

kurvannāpnoti
Kurvan  
           na
             āpnoti

kurvannāpnoti
Kurvan  
             āpnoti



Why else is 
segmentation 
in Sanskrit is 
hard?

90 different inflections for verbs

72 different inflections for nouns

nagarāṇi  

Plural for the noun nagara (city)

       Phrase na garāṇi (no diseases)

High degree of 
inflection



Why else is 
segmentation 
in Sanskrit is 
hard?
Free (Loose) word 
order

sundaraḥ rāmaḥ rāvaṇam hanti
hanti sundaraḥ rāmaḥ rāvaṇam
rāvaṇam hanti sundaraḥ rāmaḥ

You shall know a word by the company it 
keeps. - Firth 1957



Why else is 
segmentation 
in Sanskrit is 
hard?
Free (Loose) word 
order

sundaraḥ rāmaḥ rāvaṇam hanti
hanti sundaraḥ rāmaḥ rāvaṇam
rāvaṇam hanti sundaraḥ rāmaḥ

You shall know a word by the company it 
keeps. - Firth 1957

No study of meaning apart from “complete 
context” can be taken seriously.  - Firth 1935

In Sanskrit, we need to consider the entire 
context in a sentence for a word.



Large Candidate Space
satyambrūyātpriyambrūyānnabrūyātsatyamapriyampriyañcanānṛtambrūyādeṣadharmaḥsanātanaḥ



Large Candidate Space
satyambrūyātpriyambrūyānnabrūyātsatyamapriyampriyañcanānṛtambrūyādeṣadharmaḥsanātanaḥ

An inflected word-form might have multiple morphological analyses



Word Segmentation Task - State of the Art
FST based splitter by Mittal (2010): With the defined FSTs, Mittal (2010) generates all 
possible splits followed by a probabilistic scoring procedure to select the ideal split.

‘S3 - Statistical Sandhi Splitter’: extension of Goldwater et al. (2006), a Bayesian word 
segmentation approach

Hellwig (2015) proposed a neural model that jointly solves the problem of compound 
splitting and sandhi resolution.

Krishna et al. (2016) proposed an iterative query expansion task, using Path Constrained 
Random Walks.



Word Segmentation Task - Need for uniformity

- Approaches vary in their defined objectives and are evaluated under 
different settings, making a direct comparison of the models difficult.

- Segmentation is a means for further processing, not an end in itself.
- Prediction of not just the final form, but unambiguous prediction of 

lemma and morphological information is necessary
- Same final form may lead to multiple possible morphological tags



Word Segmentation Task - Sanskrit Heritage Reader

- Given an input sentence as a sequence of characters, obtain all phonetically 
possible segmentations.

-  Every unique triple of <lemma, morph, position> is considered a candidate
- Any two candidates that has an overlap not as per sandhi rule, cannot 

co-exist in a sentence.
- Find a subset of candidates that should ideally resemble the set of ground 

truth



Dataset
Graph Structure

A node is a candidate <lemma, morph, position>

Complete Graph (Labelled edges for conflicting and non-conflicting 
nodes)



Dataset - Structure
Readable to humans (We work with Linguists)



Dataset - Structure
Readable to humans (We work with Linguists)

GraphML 

Represent graphs

Structured (XML)

Support from standard libraries across programming languages



D
at

as
et Node

1. Word
2. Lemma
3. Morphological 

Information
4. Morphological Tag 

from DCS (Ground 
truth label)

5. Chunk Number
6. Word Position
7. Word Length
8. Preverbs

Edge

1. Non-Conflicting Nodes

2. Conflicting Nodes

-1. Supplementary Information 
(Directed)



Discussion - Compounds and Named Entities

- Das ́aratha
- Exocentric compound:  das ́a ratha (one who has 10 chariots)
- In context, it is a named entity, a single person

- Ra ̄malaks ̣man ̣abharatas ́atrughna ̄h ̣
- Endocentric compound - ra ̄ma laks ̣man ̣a bharata s ́atrughna

- Heritage reader - provides split for all the compounds
- DCS (Ground Truth) - Exocentric (Named entities) are not treated as 

compounds. 
- No single mapping exisits



Discussion - Secondary Derivative Affixes

● Derived words - Words derived by affixation of existing words
● Logician - Logic + -ian
● S ́ighratva ̄t - s ́ighra+ -tva
● In DCS (Ground Truth), certain affixes are treated as individual words, 

though in reality they are bound morphemes
● In Heritage reader, the derived word is treated as a single word 

śighratva



Dataset  - Markers in Lemma

In compounds, the inflections are added only to final component

certain words in Sanskrit often have additional markers in them 
when the word is mentioned as its base form.

Maha ̄deva - maha ̄n deva

DCS does not carry the markers, and need to be identified



Dataset - Phonetic Variations

Application of optional rules in phonetic transformations

S ́aṁkara -> s ́an ̇kara

Sandhi variations due to pre-verbs

Pre-verbs are bound-morphemes as well, but internal sandhi 
happens



Conclusion

We release the dataset hoping to catalyse the research in 
computational processing of Sanskrit.

we abstract out language specific details that are often required in 
handling the data, and makes the data accessible to researchers 
who otherwise required to rely on linguistic experts in Sanskrit.

We expect to eventually roll out the data for all the 560,000 files.
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